
 

  

  

      Newsletter October 2021

Dear Members,
Well, we are nearly through another year. 
The pandemic is still very real but we have 
learnt to live with it. Sussex Scribes has 
tried to adapt to the situation that we find 
ourselves in.
   We have had to move a lot of our 
workshops online during this time. Although 
it is great to meet in person, there are 
advantages to learning online: you can pause 
and rewind if the workshop is recorded and 
you missed something and you can learn 
from tutors across the other side of 
the world.
   We recently had a long awaited 
workshop with Eleanor Winters, an 
expert Copperplate teacher from 
America and although it had to be 
online, it was great.
   We have had other online events: 
“Open Gallery”- calligraphic work 
from our archive of slides which we 
have been viewing and discussing 
and “Unfinished” - an opportunity 
to discuss work in progress, giving 
and receiving advice and moving 
initial ideas on from conception to 
completion. These events are on 
going and everyone is welcome 
to come. Details will be in the 
newsletter or sent out by email.
   Our first in-person workshop this year was 
a bookbinding workshop with Helen, our 
newsletter editor, in August. There were only 
six of us so it was easy to distance and it 
was lovely to spend some time together. We 
all came away with a beautiful hand made 
book. 
   Thank you to all those who put work in to 
our summer exhibition in Arundel Cathedral. 
It was a small but inspirational collection of 
work.

   A lovely September afternoon was spent 
at Patricia Gidney’s studio in Ditchling at 
the Edward Johnston Foundation. We were 
inspired by examples of Patricia’s work and 
other pieces from the EJF archives.
   The way forward is uncertain but we 
have a mixture of workshops online and in 
person in 2022. Thank you for your loyal 
support this year. I hope you will renew 
your membership again and enjoy the 
activities that we have planned for next 
year. Cathy Stables, Chair

Inside this newsletter:

• New programe for 2022 with details 
of workshops until July - see page 2
• A competition to design our new 
promotion cards - see page 3
• Workshop reviews, member’s 
projects, and the trip to Patricia 
Gidney’s Studio

Above: artwork by Ann Jamieson



    Programme for 2022           &   Exhibition      

Sussex Scribes Exhibition
August 20th - 30th, 2021

Workshops for 2021/22

Saturday November 20th, 2021
“Golden Illuminations” with Jan Mehigan
Venue: Heene Community Centre, 
Worthing. Fully booked

Saturday January 15th, 2022
Copperplate Certificate of Skills 3 with 
David Simons. Zoom workshop

Saturday February 19th, 2022
The Whiteness of the Paper with Gemma Black
Live Zoom from Australia. See page 11

Saturday March 19th, 2022
Pointed Pen Patterns and Flower Design 
with Joy Daniels. Zoom workshop. Page 12

Saturday April 9th, 2022
Copperplate Certificate of Skills 4 with 
David Simons. Zoom workshop.

Saturday May 7th, 2022
Lombardic Capitals with Gerald Mynott
Venue: Heene Community Centre, 
Worthing. More info see page 13

Saturday June 25th, 2022
Blooming Letters with Els Van Den Steen
More info see page 14

Saturday July 16th, 2022
Celtic Angulars with Julia Baxter
More info on page 15

Saturday September 4th, 2022
Zig-zag Variations with Helen Gibbs

October 2022 AGM
Date and venue  TBC

November (date TBC) 2022
Heraldic Beasts on Vellum with Cathy 
Stables

   Thank you to everyone who sent in work 
for our exhibition at Arundel Cathedral this 
year.
   For anyone who wasn’t able to get to 
Arundel, the works can still be seen on our 
website at www.sussexscribes.co.uk.

Flora Alphabet by Jean Aston



           AGM              Competition Time

   We are looking 
for some artwork to 
use for printed cards 
for the group. The 
cards would be used 
for promotion and 
distributed to places 
where interested 
people could pick 

them up - a sort of business card if you will.
   There are some templates for the cards at 
the end of the newsletter to show you the 
sizes we are looking for.
   As these will be relatively small, keep your 
artwork simple - a few words or a single 
decorated letter would be best.
   You can produce something new or select 
something from your back catalogue. We 
are just looking for 
something that would 
showcase some of 
the work we produce 
as calligraphers and 
this could represent 
a variety of lettering 
styles.
   You can send in as 
many ideas as you like. The artwork will be 
presented online where members can vote 
for their favourites.
   Your art work should be photographed or 
scanned to produce the highest quality image 
you can make, so pay attention to lighting 
and try to get it even. Also the files should 
be 300dpi. Don’t worry if this is all too 

technical as we may be able 
to organise a better image 
file if your work is chosen 
for printing.
   
The closing date for entries 
is January 1st, 2022. 
Please send your files 
to Helen by email: 
hemgee22@gmail.com

October 23rd, 2021
   The AGM was held on zoom again due 
to the ongoing pandemic. We had reports 
from the chair, treasurer and membership 
and we voted on a new committee. Jane 
Lee has stood down due to time constraints, 
everyone else has agreed to continue. The 
committee needs new blood so please do 
get in touch if you would like to join.

Membership
Helen reported that the numbers have 
slightly increased from last year, up to 50. 
It is now time to renew your membership. 
The cost remains the same at £12 and can 
be paid by BACS or cheque. Details on our 
website. www.sussexscribes.co.uk

Finances
Mariette reported that the finances are in 
good shape having been boosted a little 
by the well attended zoom workshops we 
have offered. Whilst in-person workshops 
are less well attended, zoom workshops will 
continue to be offered and this will help to 
balance the books.

Speaker: Helen Gibbs
Helen gave us a fascinating talk about her 
journey through life by way of the various 
arts and crafts she learned and worked with  
including her time as a tapestry weaver 
at West Dean and  more recently as a 
bookbinder in Brighton.
   I loved the talk, it was interesting and 
the slides Helen shared were inspiring. In 
addition there were two quotes that I will 
especially remember:
   “Once you have an alphabet you can 
make all the words in the world” and “If an 
idea is a good idea, do it again” reminding 
us that it is worth taking an idea beyond 
the first try as there may be many more 
interesting explorations to come.
Mariette



       Patricia Gidney Studio Visit  September 2021

It was a deliciously warm late summer 
afternoon when a small group of us met at 
the studio of Patricia Gidney in Ditchling. 
The Turner Dumbrell studios were open as 
part of Artwave Festival so there was lots to 
look at. 
   Patricia had a lot of her own fabulous 
work on display and she also had prepared 
a presentation of some beautiful pieces 
from a collection of works held by the 
Edward Johnston Foundation.
   It was amazing to be able to get so close 
to some of these pieces and made for 
an inspiring experience.
   Thank you so much to Patricia for 
her generous hospitality.
Helen
(also see www.ejf.org.uk)

Unfinished piece by Joan Pilsbury

Unbound pages by Thomas Ingmire

Concertina book by John Woodcock

Pages from a student sketchbook by William Gardener,
1936, Royal College of Art



  

   “A Poison Tree”  by    Mariette Hardman               
  

   A few years ago when preparing for our 
“Sussex” themed exhibition at Arundel I 
came across a poem by William Blake that 
I found interesting: “A Poison Tree”. Since 
Blake lived in Sussex for a time I thought 
I might try and do something calligraphic 
with it. 
   Sadly I couldn’t come up with a design I 
liked in time for the exhibition, so I ditched 
it, did something else for the exhibition and 
put Blake in the back of the drawer for a 
while. 
   Then earlier this year I dug it out 
again and got some advice from a few 
fellow calligraphers when we had an 
open discussion one evening via Zoom. 
Armed with their input I tried again, more 
successfully this time. It became a book, 
with writing that developed over the  pages 
to align to the words, and illustrations done 
using the same pen as the lettering. I was 
so pleased with the result that I took it with 
me to the CLAS festival in August where 
there is always a small exhibition space for 
participants to bring a piece of their work. 
   And then drama struck – I noticed on the 
2nd day that a stain had appeared on one 
of the pages. Someone had dropped a piece 
of a chocolate biscuit (or something similar) 
and it had left a dark mark of about half a 
centimeter across.    
   But, being at CLAS festival there are a lot 
of experienced people around and I was 
able to speak to the tutors for advice. 
   Mark L’Argent suggested the following:
1. With a piece of tissue over the page use 
a cool iron to try and lift off any grease that 
might be stuck on the page.
2. With a curved scalpel blade scrape off 
any remains very gently.
3. Then with a piece of glassine paper or 
similar and a piece of board underneath the 
page to provide a hard surface, go over the 
mark with a burnisher to flatten any fibres 

that are slightly raised from step 2.
   I forgot to take a photo of the stain before 
removing it, but it has mostly gone unless 
you look closely under good lighting. I will 
always know it is there, but most people 
wouldn’t realise….



  

   More Work by Members of Sussex Scribes               
    

   Over the Summer I have continued to explore 
more contemporary styles of lettering. I had 
joined the Sussex Scribes workshop for Ben 
Shahn lettering that was sadly cancelled at the 
beginning of the pandemic and looked around 
for something online as I was still curious about 
the style.
    I found that Carol DuBosch had an online 
course which was a video of a live zoom 
course that she had conducted earlier. Not 
something I had done before, but it was not 
expensive and so I gave that a go. 
   The fee included 30 days access to the video 
and I could view it as much as I liked during 
that time. Exemplars were sent very promptly 
by email. Carol used a folded pen for her 
demonstration. 
   I did the course in two parts - firstly the black 
and white and then the coloured lettering 
because I had to wait for my ordered inks to 
arrive. 
   I really enjoyed this lettering style and 
found myself smiling at the letters, rather than 
bemoaning my shortcomings! Here are a 
couple of my practice pieces. Angie H

Above: work by Ann Jamieson, who has been 
teaching herself Italic from Gaynor Goffe’s book over 
the summer.

Online Support Group!
   You may recall that a while ago in the 
newsletter we put a call out for anyone 
interested in a chat with fellow scribes about 
unfinished work, or about something that you 
shoved in the back of the drawer years ago 
because you couldn’t figure out how to make it 
work. On Friday, October 1st, four of us had a 
session for an hour to do exactly that. We each 
provided a photo of a piece of text for which 
we wanted thoughts and/or advice. 
   It was a “safe space”, not intended for 
criticism, but aimed at asking questions and 
getting input and ideas. Why had we chosen 
that text? Why that hand to interpret it? How 
could we make the meaning of the words 
and the calligraphic interpretation more 
meaningful? What did each of us see in our 
own mind’s eye when looking at the words? 
   Lots of ideas and suggestions flowed, some 
may make it into final pieces, some may be just 
useful reminders that there are always different 
ways to interpret a text and that we can try 
something different. 
   Thank you to Angie, Cathy and Helen for their 
input! Mariette



  

  

  

  On Biscuitry and Slosh...              
  

   A while back Sussex Scribes kindly put 
on a Simon Sonsino Zoom demonstration 
during which he showed us all sorts of 
interesting techniques and tricks using 
acrylic inks. 
   I acquired the requisite materials and 
equipment and had such good fun I thought 
it would be nice to share so persuaded 
Mariette (little persuasion needed) to join 
me for a fun-filled morning of messiness. 
   Luckily I have a very ugly ex-shop at my 
disposal which, given the flying ink and 
water, was just as well.
   Our loins girded with 
the help of more than 
adequate biscuitry (new 
word) we applied ourselves 
to the wondrous world of 
wet-it-ink-it-and-wait-and-
see. 
   We had splendid fun 
layering colour upon 
colour upon watercolour 
paper and soon had a 
varied collection of wet 
sheets gently drying on the 
floor. Access to a nearby 
gutter made the sloshing of 
water upon paper entirely 
possible. Simon has a large studio with big 
sinks and running water and it’s a space 
that can clearly be messed up. Making a 
mess is an essential part of the process so I 
don’t recommend
trying his techniques in a room you care 
about. In a garden/garage/similar the whole 
process is entirely possible. 
   It’s very fast paced and liberating; we 
were soon throwing and flicking and 
splashing ink about with wild abandon - 
the result of our new found freedom or, 
more likely, a biscuit-binge induced sugar-
rush. 
   Note to self. Take sandwiches next time.
Patti G



 

 
 

 

Case Binding with Helen Gibbs
Saturday 7th August, 2021
Heene Community Centre, Worthing

   After an initial introduction by Helen with 
a brief summary of the various materials 
and possible papers involved, we launched 
into the day.
   Apart from cover papers and endpapers 
which each student had chosen for 
themselves, Helen provided all the 
materials necessary for the making of a 
book, all cut to size. She also furnished 
everyone with a set of comprehensive 
handouts with detailed instructions on how 
to proceed and including tips on how to 
find the grain direction and how to fold the 
sections.
   We were each given a sewing template 
and Helen showed us how to mark this 
up ready for using in the sewing cradle.
The folded and pricked sections were 
then firmed with a bone folder through a 
piece of scrap paper.
   Helen then gave us a clear 
demonstration of the sewing, together 
with the inclusion of tapes to strengthen 
the book. We used seven times the length 
of the book to measure the thread which 
we waxed before commencing and then 
set off.
   Tension in the sewing was adjusted at 
the end of each section and together with 
Helen’s description of how to use the 
kettle stitch we proceeded enthusiastically.
   Another excellent demonstration 
followed, attaching the end papers and 
how to set up the book on the edge of the 
bench for gluing up the spine together with 
the mull which adds strength. 
   Next came assembling the boards, gluing 
in the cover papers, trimming and folding 
in the edges.
   Now came the trickiest part of all, gluing 
the end papers to the boards. Again Helen 
demonstrated how we should do this and 

   Workshop Review           August 2021               

we finally pressed our finished books 
between boards and weights.
   We then took photographs of our 
completed efforts and agreed what a  
stimulating and rewarding day it had been.
With so many thanks from the students to 
Helen for all the preparatory work and her 
skilled guidance, attention to detail and 
encouragement throughout the day.
Teresa 



Workshop Review              Copperplate 2               
“Copperplate Capitals” 
with David Simons
September 4th, 2021, Zoom

  
                
   After an initial gracious welcome by 
Mariette, David launched in with his ready 
smile and jokes which put us all at ease.
   David pointed out that whereas the 
minuscules are pretty regulated, the 
capitals give more scope for being 
expressive and possibly flamboyant if we 
so wish. Compared with the minuscules 
the capitals are more open and expanded.  
Indeed we can dare to go outside the 
confines of guidelines and “let your pen do 
the work”.
   He showed us some historical examples 
before discussing in detail the individual 
letters. These were on a 
handout and divided in 
their relevant groups of 
‘straight stroke letters’, 
namely F, H, L, M, N, 
T, V, W and Z,  ‘straight 
and curved stroke 
letters’ being A, B, D, J, 
K, P, R, U and Y
and lastly the ‘curved 
stroke letters’, namely 
C, E, G, O, Q, S and X.
   David suggested that 
because the capitals 
are so much more 
complicated, detailed and various we might 
practise by tracing over the exemplars in 
pencil in order to establish the shapes and 
movements into our muscle memory before 
going on to pen and ink.
   One piece of advice that David reiterated 
several times was that where the decorative 
lines cross the main lines of the letter, 
particularly where the swells occurred, 
the decorative line should be thin by 
comparison to the swell. Also, and most 
importantly, they should cross at right 
angles to the main line.  Where swell must 

go horizontally, 
David suggested 
that we rotate the 
paper accordingly.  
Lighter swells 
should be kept 
to the secondary 
parts, leaving the 
main swells to the 
body of the letter.

   Again, flourishes should be kept away 
from the main body of the text on the side 
away from the minuscules.
   After a further demonstration of how the 
capitals could link to the minuscules, David 

suggested that in general the 
majuscules are best left on their 
own but with careful attention 
to the spaces between the two 
letters.
   Lastly there was a discussion 
about the great variety of 
capital letters and how we 
should practice as many as we 
could find before deciding for 
ourselves what our preferences 
were.
   What a demanding but 
stimulating and rewarding day it 

was and with so many thanks to David for 
his careful preparation and clear directions.
   Thanks are also due to Mariette and 
Helen for organising the Zoom without 
which we would get nowhere !
Teresa

Capitals by David Simons



   

         

   Workshop Review     October 2021

Copperplate Continued 
with Eleanor Winters
October 9th/10th 2021

  In early October, we were finally 
able to meet Eleanor Winters for a 
2-day workshop on “copperplate 
for improvers”. The workshop had been 
postponed for three years for various 
reasons but, thanks to the wonders of 
technology, we were able to see Eleanor, 
live from Paris, in the zoom room.
   It was an intensive two days 
as Eleanor took us through a full 
itinerary of copperplate strokes, 
shapes and flourishes, giving us a 
pile of practice sheets to further 
develop on our own.
   We started with a simple nib test 
writing a large and small capital 
with each of our nibs. Eleanor 
was using Nikko G, Hunt 56, a 
Mitchell elbow nib and an obsolete French 
nib called Baignol. This exercise was 
designed to help us decide which nibs we 
liked the most and how they can be suited 
to different sized letters. 
If the nib catches  on 
the paper or the thins 
get too thick, then it is 
time to replace them – 
and they wear out quite 
quickly.
   Throughout the 
weekend we noted 
the pressure of our 
down strokes, trying to 
get an even pressure 
for the most part and learning to control 
this within different sized letters. We also 
kept a watch on the white space and of 
course the slant - all fundamentals of good 
copperplate design.
  A large chunk of time was spent looking at 

the flourishes on both minuscules 
and capitals. Eleanor showed 
us how to discern between the 
simpler decorated letterforms that 
might suit smaller writing and the 
more elaborate. We had a large 
number of alphabets to work from, 
most of which can be sourced 

in Bickham’s “The Universal Penman”. 
We made a start on a useful exercise to 
compile a sheet of a single letter from the 
old source material, examining all the 

variations and organising them 
on the page from the simplest to 
the most elaborate. I say made a 
start because this is an exercise 
that we could do with all 26 
letters of the alphabet and most 
of us barely finished one!
  To finish off on the Sunday 
afternoon we spent some time 
on flourishes and in particular 
looked at the decorations used 

to justify a sheet of text on the right-hand 
side. There are many to choose from and 
they were often written with the pen at 
a horizontal angle – or with the paper 

turned. By drawing 
these first and then 
inking over the top, 
we could consider 
where the swells 
should go and have 
more chance of 
making them work 
on the page.
   This was a 
workshop well 
worth waiting 

for. Eleanor was fantastic throughout 
the weekend, always interesting, clear 
in her demonstrations and fluent in her 
knowledge of the subject. I hope we can all 
meet her in the real room one day.
Helen

“It was a 
wonderful 

workshop- the 
best one I’ve 
done online.”



   

“The Whiteness of the 
Paper: Painting, Drawing 
and Lettering with 
Watercolour” 
with Gemma Black

February 19th, 2022
9am – 12 noon on Zoom
Cost £10

Please note this is a members only 
workshop

   The textural subtlety of working with 
watercolour is sensuous and compelling. 
Often artists overlook the importance 
of the paper and its degree of whiteness 
and will concentrate more on the paint 
itself yet they are equally important. 
In this three-hour session Gemma will 
demonstrate a variety of substrates, 
watercolours and other media for you to 
gain a greater understanding of the best 
options for you to take in your future 
adventures with watercolour. 
   The workshop is organised into two 
parts. The first will see watercolour 
washes with various media used 
for grounds. The second part of the 
workshop will be working with 
watercolour when writing with a variety 
of broad-edged and novelty tools.
   Essentially this workshop will be 
a demonstration though there is a 
requirement for you to track the 
demonstration by way of an artist diary 
with small swatches and notation. To 
that end a list will be provided of all 
the materials Gemma will use in class 
for you to trial at your convenience 
after the workshop. Questions will be 
encouraged.

      Workshop           February 2022

To book a place on this workshop, please 
contact Lynda Marsh by email:
lyndamarsh2013@gmail.com

Lynda will let you know if we have spaces 
on the workshop and all the other Ts & Cs.



      

      

“Pointed Pen Patterns and 
Flower Design” 
A Zoom Workshop with Joy Daniels
Saturday March 19th, 10am - 4pm
Cost members £20/non-members £25

Materials
• Flexible pointed nibs, the type suitable 
for copperplate – have a few different     
ones to try, or one for each colour if you 
wish.
• A couple of brushes to mix paint with and 
a water pot. Extra brushes would be useful 
(cheap ones are fine) to save washing the 
brushes for every colour change.  
•Some offcuts of HP paper if you have 
some, around A5 size.
• Rubber, soft pencil and a soapstone 
pencil if you have one.
• Black card/paper (or any dark coloured 
card or paper). Red or green are  good for 
Christmas designs. Around A5 size.
• Finetec or other metallic paints if you 
have them and/or Dr Martin’s Bleedproof  
white for working on dark backgrounds.   
Gouache paints in colours of your choice 
for working on light backgrounds. If you 
have palettes of colours mixed for other 
projects they might be useful, or if you have 
some mixed in little pots.
• Coloured pencils for colouring in outline 
shapes. You can use metallic pencils if 
you already have them, but they’re not 
necessary.
• Shapes to draw round.  If you can collect 
some shapes of letters or numbers before 
the class that would be good.  Look out for 
packaging such as cereal packets or pizza 
boxes which have apertures cut out to show 
the contents – sometimes greetings cards 
that you have received may have heart,  
flower or oval shapes cut out that you could 
draw round.  Even ‘cookie cutters’ can be 
used to draw round – have a look in your 
cupboards and see what you already have!

     Workshop              March 2022

Numbers and letters could be printed from 
the computer, and enlarged to the size you 
want on a photocopier (just the outline is 
enough), they don’t have to be solid black.  
If you prefer, you can draw any letters or 
numbers free-hand before the class.
• If you’d like to add a little sparkle, a dot 
of Stickles glitter glue can add the finishing 
touch.
  You could practise the initial patterns with 
ink on scrap paper before going ahead with 
the better card or paper. 

To book a place on this workshop, please 
contact Lynda Marsh by email:
lyndamarsh2013@gmail.com



   

   

“Penmade Decorated 
Versals and Lombardic 
Capitals”
with Gerald Mynott

Saturday 7th May, 2022, 10-4pm

Venue: Heene Community Centre,
Heene Road, Worthing

Cost £25 members / £30 non-members

   This workshop will explore the 
development of versals from the early 
Roman, double penstroke construction with 
historical references from the Winchester 
Bible through to the more ornate and 
decorated Lombardic capitals of the 13th-
15th centuries that can also be drawn, 
painted or gilded.
   All students will be encouraged to form 
ideas towards a more contemporary flavour 
within pen-construction and layout.
   Historical and modern examples will be 
provided by the tutor.

Materials List:

• W. Mitchell roundhand nibs and holders
• Inks, gouache paints (W&N)
• Finetec paints (optional)
• Ormaline gold size (optional)
• Transfer gold leaf (optional)
• Paint palettes
• Pencils, ruler, set square
• Eraser, masking tape
• Cut quills to the scale of No 4 Mitchell 
nib (optional)
• Cartridge paper
• Coloured papers
• Fabriano Artistico
• Vellum off-cuts (optional)

       Workshop        May 2022

To book a place on this workshop, please 
contact Lynda Marsh by email:
lyndamarsh2013@gmail.com

Lynda will let you know if we have spaces 
on the workshop and all the other Ts & Cs.



   

      

   

Materials:
• Layout paper, tracing paper
• Good quality, watercolour paper, 
smooth/Hot Pressed or NOT/Cold Pressed,  
300gms, 2 or 3 A4 pieces
• HB pencil and a hard pencil
• Sharpener, eraser
• Masking tape or repositionable tape
• Black fineliner (not essential, but useful)
• Ruler, set square or protractor
• Compass to draw circles (if you have one, 
no need to buy)
• Cutting knife and cutting mat /scissors
• Good quality watercolours
• Clean mixing palettes
• White porcelain plate (if you already have   
one, no need to buy one!)
• Water pots
• Water dropper or pipette
• Mixing brushes
• 2 watercolour brushes with a good spring   
and fine point, size 0 or 1 and  size 2 or 3
• Speedball  B-0 (blobby) nib in pen holder   
(no need to buy one!) or  cotton ear bud
• Broad edge nib, 5mm wide (eg Speedball   
C-0 / Brause 5)
• Black ink
• Kitchen roll

And last but not least:
• Compose a small bunch of freshly picked   
flowers (approx. 7), wildflowers or picked 
from your own garden. Select colours that 
go well together.

NB. You don’t have to bring your writing 
board to this one.

“Blooming Letters” with 
Els van den Steen 
Saturday June 25th, 10-4pm
Cost: members£25/non-members £30
Venue: Heene Community Centre, 
Worthing

In this workshop, we will create colourful 
letter designs that are perfect on their own 
or can be used  as a decorative letter as part 
of a larger calligraphic piece. 
    We will design our own letters, exploring 
monoline and edged pen letter variations. 
Next, we will provide our letters with a 
colourful background using watercolours.  
Our colour palette is inspired by 
wildflowers and flowers from our own 
garden.  
   This workshop offers an opportunity 
to develop confidence in letter design 
and  designing decorative backgrounds, 
colour mixing and matching, and selecting  
colours that work well together, all in a fun 
way.

       Workshop               June  2022

To book a place on this workshop, please 
contact Lynda Marsh by email:
lyndamarsh2013@gmail.com

Lynda will let you know if we have spaces 
on the workshop and all the other Ts & Cs.



   

   

      

Materials:
• Usual calligraphy equipment including 
writing board
• 1mm size nib (recommend TAPE) with 
holder
• Layout paper A3
• Black ink or gouache, as you prefer
• Nice quality cartridge paper A3 (a couple 
of sheets)
• Gouache colour paints (primary colours)
• A size 000 watercolour brush

“Celtic Angulars” with 
Julia Baxter
Saturday July 16th, 10-4pm
Cost: members £25/non-members £30

Venue: Heene Community Centre, 
Worthing, BN11 4PL

   An introduction to the drawn Celtic 
capital letters known as Angulars.  These 
highly decorative letters were created as 
a display alphabet by the mid-seventh 
century Irish scriptoria and are found, 
amongst others, in the Lindisfarne Gospels.  

   Many of the letters, although archaic 
in origin, have great design and graphic 
qualities which we will explore. 
   Suitable for all levels.

       Workshop               July 2022

To book a place on this workshop, please 
contact Lynda Marsh by email:
lyndamarsh2013@gmail.com

Lynda will let you know if we have spaces 
on the workshop and all the other Ts & Cs.



   
 

     Other Workshops              

CLAS LiveOnline Classes
   A new programme of online classes are 
on offer through CLAS. These are delivered 
live via Zoom sessions from renowned 
CLAS Accredited tutors or teaching Fellows.
   Currently on offer are a number of 
courses designed to help you submit work 
for the Certificate of Calligraphy which 
is the first rung on the CLAS Ladder of 
Progress.  
   These courses are also particularly 
suitable for beginners looking to learn or 
improve a script and you don’t need to be a 
member of CLAS to take part.
   Each course costs £40 for members of 
CLAS and £50 for non-members. 
   The Certificate of Calligraphy is offered 
for the following traditional scripts:

Italic Capitals with Ann Mason
November 13th and 27th, 2021

Angled Pen Uncial with Liz Barrow 
November 4th and 18th, 2021

Copperplate Capitals with David Simons
November 6th and 20th, 2021

Book these courses from the CLAS website 
at www.clas.co.uk

Calligraphic Fundamentals with 
Ewan Clayton
 A 3-month course, January to March 2022
Now open for registration. 
Runs for 12 weeks, 2 days a week 
(Mondays and Tuesdays). Cost: £tbd (this 
year it was £1400, it is likely to go up a 
little).
Foundations of calligraphy, roman-
upper and lower-case letterforms, italic, 
introduction to materials and tools, project 
assignments. Students are expected to 
complete up to two days home-work during 
the week. Limited to 7 places. The course 
is suitable for beginners as well as those 
with considerable experience. The benefit 
of a course such as this comes from having 
a concentrated period of time devoted 
to growing one’s calligraphic skills, the 
sustained programme of learning helps it 
bed down in your motor system and grow 
your imagination, skill and confidence. 
www.ewanclayton.co.uk

Online Calligraphy Classes hosted by 
Ardington School of Crafts
A large range of topics but they sell out 
quickly so book early.
www.ardingtonschool.com

West Dean College, Nr Chichester
www.westdean.org.uk

Illuminated Letters and Monograms with 
Cathy Stables. February 11th - 13th, 2022

Modern Pointed Pen or Copperplate 
Calligraphy with Gaynor Goffe
March 17th - 20th, 2022

Lettercutting in Stone and Slate with Tom 
Perkins, March 27th-31st, 2022



   

      

Thank you to everyone who sent 
articles and photographs in for this 

newsletter. 

The next newsletter will be sent out 
at the end of January 2022. 

Please send any copy to Helen Gibbs:
 email  hemgee22@gmail.com 

Copy can include: write ups of 
workshops, exhibitions, calligraphy 

projects and anything else you would 
like to share with the group.

Copy deadline January 15th, 2022

www.sussexscribes.co.uk

Sussex Scribes
Find us on Facebook

   Your Committee 

Chair:   Cathy Stables   
  01243 782240

Secretary:   Denyce Aresti        

Bookings:  Lynda Marsh  
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  Helen Gibbs    
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  Mariette Hardman
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   Back Page

A selection of line endings from “The 
Universal Penman”, used to justify a text 
block on the right hand side.



  Competition templates             

These are the two templates for your 
designs to fit into. Artwork can be 
horizontal or vertical, or square.
There will be a 3mm bleed on the template 
so bear this in mind especially if you have 
a coloured background on your artwork. 
(The bleed gets cut off when printed so your 
background should extend beyond this line 
but your lettering should fit inside the bleed 
lines).

print size 6.5 x 6.5 cm 
plus 3mm bleed

print size 5.2 x 8.2 cm 
plus 3mm bleed


